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Abstract

Synchronous fluorescence spectra of mixtures containing ten polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (anthracene,
benz[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, chrysene, fluoranthene, fluorene, naphthalene, perylene, phenanthrene and pyrene)
have been used for the determination of these compounds by Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR), using both
PLS-1 and PLS-2. Different procedures have been used for the pretreatment of the data in order to obtain better
models, and the size of the calibration matrix has also been studied. The best models have been used for the
determination of the above mentioned PAHs in spiked natural water samples at concentration levels between 4 and
20 ng ml−1. Recoveries ranged from 80 to 120% in most cases, although fluorene gave significantly lower results.
© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

The determination of several compounds in a
mixture can be a difficult problem, especially
when their analytical characteristics are not very
different. In this case, the use of a separation
method is normally required, and chromato-
graphic methods are frequently used.

Another approach, however, is to try to avoid
the separation step. In some cases, new proce-
dures can be developed, which, making full use of

the possibilities offered by chemometrics and by
the wide availability of powerful and relatively
inexpensive computers, may become an alterna-
tive for chromatographic methods.

Among the available multivariate calibration
procedures, Partial Least Squares Regression
(PLSR) and Principal Component Regression
(PCR) are the most suited for multicomponent
spectral analysis. PLSR is based on the regression
of chemical concentrations on latent variables
(factors) and, therefore, it differs from other cali-
bration procedures (such as PCR) in that it uses
the concentration data from the training set and
the spectral data for modeling, whereas PCR only
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uses the spectral data [1]. This enables PLS to
reduce the influence of dominant, but irrelevant,
factors and to yield models of lower dimensional-
ity. Two different algorithms of PLS are available:
PLS-1, which builds a calibration model for each
analyte, and PLS-2, which has the advantage of
being able to model several analytes simulta-
neously.

Multivariate calibration methods, particularly
PLS, have been used for quantitative analysis in
combination with several spectroscopic tech-
niques, such as UV-Visible spectroscopy [2,3],
fluorescence spectroscopy [4,5] and infrared spec-
troscopy [6,7]. The main advantage of multicom-
ponent analysis lies in the speed with which
results can be obtained, because the previous sep-
aration step, usually a lengthy process, can be
avoided.

Of all spectroscopic techniques, spec-
trofluorimetry is well suited to be used in combi-
nation with multicomponent analysis, because
there are relatively few compounds having intrin-
sic fluorescence. This fact, combined with the
possibility of changing either the excitation wave-
length or the emission wavelength, or both simul-
taneously, greatly increases the selectivity of
spectrofluorimetric methods. Additionally, detec-
tion limits can often be improved by simply in-
creasing the intensity of the radiation used for
excitation.

Among the compounds having intrinsic fluores-
cence, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
are particularly important. These substances,
whose mutagenic and/or carcinogenic effects are
well known, can be originated by natural and
anthropogenic processes, and they can be found
in many different kinds of samples, such as bio-
logical (meat, fish) [8–10] or environmental (soils,
sediments, airborne particulates, water) [11–16].
For this reason, their detection and monitoring
has become an important problem and this has
led to the development of new and faster analyti-
cal methods, offering improved selectivity and
sensitivity [8,9,17].

In this paper, the PLS multivariate calibration
method (PLS-1 and PLS-2) has been applied for
the determination of ten PAHs (anthracene,
benz[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, chrysene, fluo-

ranthene, fluorene, naphthalene, perylene,
phenanthrene and pyrene) from the synchronous
fluorescence spectra of the samples, recorded at
three different wavelength increments. Both PLS-
1 and PLS-2 were tested. The difference between
these two procedures lies in the fact that PLS-1
can only model a single compound at a time,
because all the other components of the sample
are considered to be interferences, while PLS-2
can model several compounds simultaneously.
The synchronous spectra from 70 mixtures of the
compounds to be determined were used as cali-
bration set in order to build the model, and a
further 15 mixtures were used as external valida-
tion set to test the predictive ability of the
method. An aqueous micellar medium was used
as solvent, in order to increase the fluorescence of
the compounds.

The proposed method was used to determine
the concentration of PAHs in spiked natural wa-
ters, and the results were in good agreement with
the added amounts.

2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents

Stock standard solutions (about 200 mg ml−1)
of PAHs were prepared by dissolving the pure
solid (Supelco) in either methanol (ben-
zo[a]pyrene, fluoranthene, fluorene, naphthalene,
phenanthrene and pyrene) or acetonitrile (an-
thracene, benz[a]anthracene, chrysene and
perylene), depending on its solubility.

Acetonitrile and methanol were of analytical
reagent quality (Merck). Doubly distilled water
(Milli-Q+ , Millipore) and Brij-35 (Poly-
oxyethylenlaurylether, Merck) were used in the
surfactant solutions.

3. Apparatus

Synchronous fluorescence spectra were
recorded on an Aminco Bowman Series 2 spec-
trofluorimeter, equipped with a quartz cell (1-cm
pathlength) and slits width of 16 nm.
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All calculations were performed in an IBM
RS/6000 computer, using algorithms from the
PLS-Toolbox [18], written in MATLAB (Math-
Works).

4. Procedures

Standards were prepared by addition of known
amounts of the stock solutions to 25 ml of
3.6 · 10−3 mol l−1 solution of Brij-35 (40 times
its critical micellar concentration). The syn-
chronous spectra of each solution were recorded
at increments (Dl) of 10, 50 and 100 nm. The
excitation range was from 200 to 550 nm, so the
emission range varied with Dl (e.g. for Dl=10
nm, the emission scan range was from 210 to 560
nm). In all cases, emission readings were taken
each nanometer (351 data points for each spec-
trum).

Before being used in the calculations, the three
synchronous spectra recorded for each standard
or sample were linked together to obtain a global
spectrum. In Fig. 1 the synchronous spectra for
each PAH are shown.

5. Results and discussion

A preliminary study indicated that better results
were obtained with spectra recorded at wave-
length increments of 50 or 100 nm, and therefore
they were used in all further calculations. The
synchronous spectra obtained at Dl=10 nm were
rejected because the information they provided
was insufficient to discriminate between different
compounds.

A calibration set of 70 standards and an inde-
pendent validation set of 15 standards, containing
PAHs at concentrations ranging from 2 to 20 ng
ml−1, were used. The optimum dimensionality of
the PLS methods was obtained from the PRESS
function (Prediction Error Sum of Squares),
defined as:

PRESS= %
N

i=1

(ŷi−yi)2

where N is the number of samples, yi is the true
concentration and ŷi is the predicted concentra-
tion of sample i. In both PLS methods (PLS-1
and PLS-2), PRESS was calculated by cross-vali-
dation [19,20], leaving out one sample at a time,
to model the system. The concentration of the
sample left out was, therefore, predicted by means
of a model obtained with the N−1 remaining
samples. The number of factors chosen to build
the model was the lowest for which the PRESS
had no significative differences with the value of
PRESS for the next number of factors.

The independent validation set (15 samples)
was then used to test the selected models. The
prediction ability of the model for each PAH was
expressed as the RMSD (Root Mean Square Dif-
ference):

RMSD=
�1

N
%
N

i=1

(ŷi−yi)2n0.5

In the PLS-1 modelling, the covariance between
the spectral scores and a single compound is
maximized, while in the PLS-2 modelling it is the
covariance between the spectral scores and a lin-
ear combination of several variables what is max-
imized. A minimum of ten factors, or latent
variables, must be chosen, as ten PAHs are to be
determined. There are, in addition, sources of
non-linearities, such as chemical interactions or
non-linear responses of the detector, whose influ-
ence can also be modelled by the inclusion of
additional factors in the regression model. Conse-
quently, more than ten factors were required to
build the models.

5.1. Data preprocessing

Several procedures were used to preprocess the
data, in order to obtain the best possible resolu-
tion of the system.

When the data were centered against the mean,
the mean of each column (wavelengths) was sub-
tracted from all data in it (mean centering). When
scaling was performed against the mean and the
standard deviation, the mean of each column
(wavelengths) was subtracted from all data in it
and the result was divided by the standard devia-
tion of the column, thus obtaining a matrix where
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Fig. 1. Synchronous spectra (at wavelength increases of 10, 50 and 100 nm) for each of the PAHs studied.

each column had zero mean and a variance equal
to the unity (scaled data).

The results of these pretreatments are given, in
terms of RMSD, in Table 1 for PLS-1 and in

Table 2 for PLS-2. In Fig. 2 the cumulative
PRESS for the PLS-2 modelling is plotted versus
the number of factors. In both PLS-1 and PLS-2
the best overall results were obtained for unpro-
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Table 1
Effect (RMSD values) of the different preprocessing al-
gorithms on the modelling with PLS-1 (in parentheses the
number of factors used for the modelling)

Preprocessing algorithmCompound

None MC ScMS

0.40 (14) 0.49 (14) 2.49 (14)Anthracene
0.36 (10)Benz[a]anthracene 0.39 (11) 0.43 (10)

0.26 (13)Benzo[a]pyrene 0.22 (10)0.27 (11)
0.39 (14)Chrysene 0.34 (13) 0.34 (11)
0.55 (13) 1.00 (13)Fluoranthene 0.54 (13)

Fluorene 0.58 (13) 0.42 (14) 0.61 (11)
0.48 (13)Naphthalene 0.47 (13) 0.77 (11)

Perylene 0.23 (10) 0.21 (10) 0.23 (10)
0.61 (10) 0.58 (11)Phenanthrene 0.66 (11)
0.28 (14)Pyrene 0.27 (14) 0.34 (10)

None: Raw data.
MC: Raw data mean centered.
ScMS: Raw data scaled against the mean and the standard
deviation.

Fig. 2. Representation of the cumulative PRESS vs. the num-
ber of principal components for the PLS-1 modelling. a) With
no preprocessing of the raw data, b) the raw data were scaled
against the mean, and, c) the raw data were scaled against the
mean and the standard deviation.

cessed data and when only mean centering was
applied.

In PLS-1, the best individual results were ob-
tained from centered data for chrysene, phenan-
threne, fluoranthene, fluorene, naphthalene,
perylene and pyrene, while no preprocessing was

best for anthracene and benz[a]anthracene. Only
for benzo[a]pyrene the best results were obtained
from scaled data. Anyway, results obtained by
mean centering were quite good in all cases, and
this procedure could be considered to be a good
compromise for all compounds.

In PLS-2, the best results were obtained from
raw data for anthracene, fluoranthene, fluorene
and naphthalene, and from mean centered data
for benz[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, chrysene,
phenanthrene and perylene. Although the lowest
RMSD is obtained from raw data in some cases,
and from centered data in others, there are no
significant differences in RMSD for both results.
Consequently, and to avoid the manipulation of
the raw data, these were used without any prepro-
cessing.

5.2. Effect of the size of the data matrix

Considering that the initial calibration set con-
sisted of 70 samples, and that two consecutive
spectra (at Dl of 50 and 100 nm) with 351 data

Table 2
Effect (RMSD values) of the different preprocessing al-
gorithms on the modelling with PLS-2 (in parentheses the
number of factors used for the modelling)

Compound Preprocessing algorithm

None (15) MC (15) ScMS (17)

0.52Anthracene 0.57 2.67
0.38 0.33 0.46Benz[a]anthracene
0.30Benzo[a]pyrene 0.28 4.04

0.390.360.52Chrysene
0.50Fluoranthene 1.280.55

0.650.64Fluorene 0.66
0.44Naphthalene 0.46 0.69
0.21Perylene 0.20 0.24
0.51Phenanthrene 0.48 0.83
0.51Pyrene 0.43 0.30

None: Raw data.
MC: Raw data mean centered.
ScMS: Raw data scaled against the mean and the standard
deviation.
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Table 3
Effect (RMSD values) of the number of points of the spectra taken for the calibration (PLS-2, in parentheses the number of factors
used for the modelling)

1 each 7 (13) 1 each 10 (12)1 each 3 (15)Compound 1 each 5 (13)All points (15)

0.54 0.61Anthracene 0.52 0.840.48
0.27 0.31Benz[a]anthracene 0.38 0.36 0.32

0.30 0.32Benzo[a]pyrene 0.30 0.30 0.29
0.56 0.720.600.54Chrysene 0.52
0.90 0.86Fluoranthene 0.50 0.750.54
0.74 0.81Fluorene 0.64 0.68 0.75

0.930.52 0.880.53Naphthalene 0.44
0.21 0.22Perylene 0.21 0.20 0.22

0.720.650.590.54Phenanthrene 0.51
0.46 0.45Pyrene 0.51 0.49 0.48

Table 4
Effect (RMSD values) of the number of samples of the calibration set taken for the calibration (PLS-2, in parentheses the number
of factors used for the modelling)

40 (14)60 (15) 30 (13)Compound 50 (15)70 (15)

0.60 0.76 1.27 0.93Anthracene 0.52
0.24 0.25Benz[a]anthracene 0.38 0.34 0.30

0.350.23 0.360.29Benzo[a]pyrene 0.30
0.54 0.47Chrysene 0.52 0.53 0.51

0.44 0.69Fluoranthene 0.50 0.58 0.41
0.52 0.52Fluorene 0.64 0.66 0.81
0.66 0.820.850.65Naphthalene 0.44

0.26 0.28Perylene 0.21 0.20 0.23
0.580.550.570.51Phenanthrene 0.51

0.47 0.36 0.48 1.02Pyrene 0.51

points were recorded for each one, the calibration
matrix contained about 50 000 data points. Thus,
the building of the calibration matrix is a lengthy
procedure, and any reduction in its size will
shorten the time required to obtain the raw data
and to process them.

In order to optimize the number of samples
required for a correct calibration, and the number
of data points that each spectrum should contain,
the RMSD was calculated by PLS-2 (using the raw
data) at different reductions of spectral data points
(taking one out of every one, three, four, seven or
ten points) and with different numbers of samples
used for calibration (30, 40, 50, 60 and 70).

Results, shown in Table 3, indicated that the
number of data points taken in each spectrum
influenced most of the compounds in a similar
way (up to one of each five or seven points could
be taken without significant increases of their
RMSD values). The possibility to reduce the
number of points taken for the calculations can be
attributed to the intense and well-differentiated
bands that each compound shows. Only fluo-
ranthene and naphthalene had a different be-
haviour, which could be attributed to the fact that
their spectra were closely overlapped with those of
phenanthrene and fluorene, respectively. The
number of samples used for the calibration set,
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Table 5
Results obtained in natural spiked water samples for PLS-1 and PLS-2 models (with no preprocessing of the raw data).

PLS-1 PLS-2Compound Added (ng ml−1)

Found 9std Recovery 9stdRecovery 9stdFound 9std
(%)(ng ml−1)a (%) (ng ml−1)a

123.697.3 4.590.4Anthracene 4.2 106.199.95.290.3
93.597.9 6.691.08.9 8.490.7 74.3911.5

8.290.979.396.6 63.797.210.290.812.9
14.290.4 79.497.6 11.091.6 61.699.217.9

97.291.5 4.290.1Benz[a]anthracene 3.9 108.591.73.890.1
99.692.1 102.290.28.490.18.090.28.2
89.092.2 11.390.511.9 10.690.3 93.890.9

100.491.816.590.316.090.4 97.192.716.4

4.990.2 103.893.7Benzo[a]pyrene 4.7 4.990.2 104.394.0
10.190.6 101.795.610.0 10.290.6 102.295.6

92.393.5 13.290.514.3 13.290.5 92.193.6
103.794.9 103.794.920.190.920.190.919.3

116.997.2 4.190.4Chrysene 3.8 4.590.3 106.4911.1
7.190.4111.292.9 87.995.29.190.38.1

100.390.6 9.290.611.7 11.790.1 78.895.1
82.994.613.490.7109.292.017.790.316.2

147.892.4 6.790.1Fluoranthene 4.7 7.090.1 143.292.3
11.190.5118.692.4 110.995.411.990.210.0

100.992.0 13.590.613.1 93.494.114.590.3
101.393.420.290.721.890.2 109.890.820.0

7.393.8 0.390.2Fluorene 4.5 7.593.50.390.2
33.891.6 1.6390.19.7 3.390.2 16.890.9

25.490.73.590.140.490.85.690.113.9
46.690.3 5.490.119.3 9.090.1 28.090.6

3.890.368.595.8 74.695.83.590.3Naphthalene 5.2
8.190.6 73.495.111.0 7.990.5 71.995.0

68.796.810.991.168.795.610.990.813.9
17.890.9 81.094.0 17.891.0 81.294.721.9

123.891.84.790.1120.493.04.590.1Perylene 3.8
8.790.1 108.290.68.0 9.1190.3 113.694.2

102.798.6 11.290.111.5 11.890.3 96.890.4
16.790.1114.093.1 104.590.918.290.516.0

4.890.2 113.095.7Phenanthrene 4.3 4.790.3 111.197.0
94.093.1 8.690.29.1 8.590.3 95.192.5
78.993.9 80.693.010.590.410.390.513.1
83.793.61 15.590.518.1 15.290.6 85.492.5

102.393.5 4.290.2Pyrene 4.1 103.493.74.290.1
104.896.9 96.691.28.490.19.290.68.7

95.492.7 11.090.112.6 87.790.812.090.3
16.290.4 93.192.617.4 18.190.1 103.796.4

a Mean of three independent samples.
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however, had a stronger influence. From results in
Table 4 it was evident that the RMSD for an-
thracene and naphthalene increased as the number
of samples was decreased, while no tendency could
be detected in the remaining compounds. It could
be concluded that an important factor was the
number of standards used for calibration, and that
the number of data points taken in each spectrum
had a minor influence.

5.3. Analysis of spiked natural water samples

The models obtained with PLS-1 and PLS-2
from the raw data of the calibration matrix were
applied to the resolution of mixtures of PAHs in
spiked natural water samples. For this purpose, 25
ml samples of natural water were spiked with
PAHs, at four concentration levels (4, 9, 12 and 20
ng ml−1), with all PAHS in a sample having similar
concentrations, and enough Brij-35 solution was
added to reach a concentration equivalent to 40
cmc. The synchronous fluorescence spectra,
recorded at wavelength increments of 50 and 100
nm, were used to calculate the concentrations. The
results, shown in Table 5, indicated a good agree-
ment between the amounts added and found, and
only fluorene had recoveries (ratio amount found/
amount added) lower than 30%, which can proba-
bly be attributed to interferences from the sample
matrix, concretely to fluorescence from Brij-35.

6. Conclusions

The use of the data provided by synchronous
spectra in combination with multivariate calibra-
tion (Partial Least Squares Regression, in this case)
is a powerful analytical tool, which can be used for
the resolution of complex mixtures. In this paper
it has been used for the determination of ten PAHs
in spiked water samples, with satisfactory results.

The overall results show that, as could be ex-
pected, PLS-1 is generally more effective than
PLS-2 to model the system, because each com-
pound is treated individually. Of course this has the
drawback that the analysis of a sample containing

several analytes requires a longer amount of time.
In the case of compounds whose synchronous
spectra are similar, or closely overlapped, PLS-2
gives usually better results than PLS-1, because the
model is built for all compounds simultaneously.
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